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The war left the world devastated…  
Only few survived and banded together in remote regions of the Earth. 
The Capital still remains, but they don’t care about the rest of us. 
We must find a way to survive. In the wasteland there are useful 
resources, tools from a forgotten era and experience to be earned. But 
who is brave enough to venture there, to complete difficult missions? 
And who will stay to protect us from raids? 
What we decide and do will define the future of humanity…
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Objective 
In After The End you control a colony of survivors, in a hostile and 
destroyed Earth. During the game you will send your unique Characters 
to dangerous Missions in order to gain Control points, resources and 
experience. You will also need to protect your colony from raids, and you 
can always visit the capital to influence Nobles, complete contracts or 
buy amazing Tools. When the Mission’s deck runs out you will calculate 
your Control points and the colony with the most Control points will win.

Components 

- 5 Colonies 
This player board  
represent your Colony.  
Each Colony has 6 unique  
Characters, a Knowledge  
track, space for a Wall  
and a Resource  
storehouse.  
Also, there are spots for 
completed Contracts,  
Missions and Nobles.



 

- Main board 

The main board is broken down into two different parts. To the left you will 
find the Capitol, where Nobles, Contracts and Tools are displayed. To the 
right you will find the wilderness where the Missions, the Experience and the 
Resource and Wound reserves are. 

- 24 Mission cards 

Missions will award Control points to the  
player that best completed them and  
they belong to a specific type. 

- 9 Raid cards 

Raids are shuffled with the Missions into a  
single deck, so you should be very careful.  
Every time a Raid is revealed a ready  
Character of yours will get a Wound.
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- 15 Noble cards 

Nobles can be found in  
the Capital and will offer  
you extra end game  
scoring conditions.  

- 15 Contract cards 

Contracts are also found in the 
Capital and you can immediately 
complete them by spending the 
necessary Resources.

- 15 Tool cards 

Tools are the last type of 
cards you will find in the 
Capital. Spend Resources to 
gain unique abilities.

- 24 Experience cards 

Experience is one type of 
compensation you can get every 
time you lose in a Mission. These 
cards offer special powers or 
reroll for the die.
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- 5 Wall cards 

In order to protect your Colony 
from Raids you can build your 
Wall.

- 30 Wound tokens 

Characters can be wounded from 
incoming raids. A Wounded 
Character will have better skills 
but will be closer to death.

- 30 Used/Death tokens 

You will have six of these double sided tokens, one 
for every Character. Every time you send a 
Character to a Mission you will place the token on 
top of her with the used side facing up. If a 
Character dies you will mark it with this token.

- 30 Resource tokens 

These tokens are one type of compensation you 
can get every time you lose in a Mission. They  
are placed on the Character that went to the 
specific Mission and the next time that Character 
goes to a Mission, she will automatically gather 
the corresponding Resource.
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- 30 Resource cubes 

These are the actual Resources. Keep 
them in the specified spot on your 
Colony and use them for Nobles, 
Contracts, Tools and other actions.

- 5 Knowledge trackers 

With these cubes you will keep 
track of your Knowledge, in the 
corresponding track of your Colony.

- 1 Die 

Some Characters have a question 
mark in one of their skills. By 
rolling the die you will determine 
the number of their skill.

Setup 

1. Place the Main board in the middle of the table 
2. Shuffle in a face down deck the Nobles. Lay face up three cards. 
3. Shuffle in a face down deck the Contracts. Lay face up three cards. 
4. Shuffle in a face down deck the Tools. Lay face up three cards. 
5. Shuffle in a face down deck the Experience.  
6. Shuffle in a deck the Missions and remove 5 of them from the game. Then, 
place the deck face up(6a) and reveal one card in the current Mission spot(6b). 
If any of the two visible cards are a Raid, shuffle it back into the deck and 
reveal a new one. 
7. Place the Resources and Wounds into their respective spots. 
8. Each player gets a Colony, 6 Used/Death tokens and a Knowledge tracker. 
Place the tracker outside your Knowledge track.  
9. Set aside the Walls cards, the Resource tokens, the wounds and the die. 
10. The youngest player will be the 1st player for the first round.
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Overview 
After The End is an asset management game, where you will send your 
Characters to win Missions or gather useful Resources, Experience or 
Knowledge. You can also choose not to participate in a Mission and visit the 
Capital. There you will have the chance to spend Resources to influence 
Nobles, buy Tools or complete Contracts. When all the Missions have been 
resolved the game ends and players count their Control points.  

Round order 
The game is broken down in rounds and every round has the same 
structure.  
Starting with the first player and going clockwise, each player must either 
commit a ready Character to the current Mission or pass and visit the 
Capitol.   

When committing a Character, place a used token on top of her. When all 
players have decided, check to you see who wins the Mission. Every Mission 
has specific requirements and the player that met them the best will get the 
Mission card and will become the 1st player for the next round. In case of a 
tie the player furthest away from the 1st player, among those tied, will win. 
Missions have Control points that players will count at the end of the game 
and belong to a specific type. Also, some Missions require two different 
Characters from every Colony, and in those cases their corresponding skills 
are added together. 
If a Character has a question mark instead of a number on the 
corresponding skill, the player controlling her must immediately roll the die 
to determine her number. You can always discard an Experience card and 
reroll that die. 
You can, also, always see the next Mission coming up so plan your moves 
carefully. If you don’t have a ready Character (or two for specific Missions) 
you cannot participate in the current Mission and you must visit the Capitol 
instead. 

Examples of requirements in Missions: 

     The Character with the highest  
     Charisma will win this Mission 

     The Character with the lowest Engineering  
     and Marksmanship combined will win this Mission 

     Two Characters from the same colony with the   
     highest combined Investigation will win this Mission

+
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If you lose in a Mission you will immediately get one compensation:  
- You can equip the committed Character with a new Resource token. In 
order to do that though your Character must have at least one available 
spot for Resource tokens. Also, immediately get a Resource of the same 
type and place it in your storehouse. From now on this Character will 
gather the corresponding Resource(s) every time she is committed to a 
Mission, and no matter the outcome. Note: Your colony has a limited 
capacity for each type of Resource. 
- You can gain a new Experience. Draw from the Experience deck three 
cards and keep one. Discard the others. If the Experience deck runs out 
shuffle the discard pile and form a new deck. Experience cards will offer 
you special powers or reroll for the die. They can be used at any point 
during the game. After use they are discarded, though. 
- Lastly, you can advance in the Knowledge track, in your Colony. Move 
the tracker one spot up and gain any immediate benefits. The spots with 
Control points on them are cumulative and are counted at the end of the 
game.  

Capitol 
Players that passed on participating in the current Mission will get to visit 
the Capitol, in turn order. There, you can influence Nobles, buy Tools and 
complete Contracts. You can take any actions you want, up to three times 
each. You don’t have to take any action if you don’t want to or can’t. 
Also, by visiting the Capitol you will ready any used Character of yours. 
This is the main way to ready your Characters, so it is a very important 
decision when to visit the Capitol.  

Nobles: To influence a Noble you must spend one Resource of each type. 
Then choose any one available Noble and place her next to your Colony. 
Nobles offer you extra end game scoring conditions. You can buy up to 
three Nobles, always paying the cost. After you are done refill the Noble’s 
row by drawing new cards.  
Contracts: To complete a Contract you must pay the Resources shown on 
the card. Take the completed Contract and place it next to your Colony. You 
can complete up to three Contracts, always paying the cost. After you are 
done refill the Contract’s row by drawing new cards. 
Tools: To buy a Tool you must spend any one Resource. Then choose any 
one available Tool and place it next to your Colony. Tools offer unique 
abilities. In order to use a Tool you must assign it to a Character that is 
committed to a Mission. When that Character is readied again you can re-
assign that Tool. A Character can have at most one Tool with her, when 
going to a Mission. You can buy up to three Tools, always paying the cost. 

After you are done refill the Tool’s row by drawing new cards.
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When the Mission, the compensations and the Capitol have been resolved, 
move the visible Mission from the Mission’s deck in the current Mission spot. If 
the new revealed Mission (on top of the Mission’s deck) isn’t a Raid proceed to 
the next round. If the Mission’s deck runs out this will be the last round.  

Raids 
Whenever a Raid is revealed in the Mission’s deck all players must deal with it 
immediately! If you have build a Wall you are protected from two Raids. The 
first time you encounter a Raid and you have a Wall, turn it into its damaged 
side. If it is already in its damaged side, discard it. If you don’t have a Wall at 
all one of your ready Characters will receive a Wound. Place a Wound 
token on her corresponding spot. From now on her skills will be slightly better. 
Some Characters have two spots for Wounds, some one and some none. If a 
Character doesn’t have any available Wound spots and receives a Wound she 
will immediately die, so be carefull of your Character’s health. A dead 
Character doesn’t participate in the game. Mark it by placing a dead token on 
top of her. 
If you don’t have a ready Character, you will lose all of your collected 
Resources instead.  
When all players have dealt with the Raid, discard the card and reveal a new 
one. If it is also a Raid repeat the process. If it is a Mission proceed to the next 
round. 

End of Game 

When all Missions have been resolved the game ends and players proceed to 
the end scoring. 

Firstly, count Control points from any won Missions. 

Then add Control points from any completed Contracts and Nobles you have.  

Lastly, add Control points from your Knowledge track. The points in the 
Knowledge track are cumulative.  

The Colony with the most Control points is the winner, and one step closer to 
securing a better future. 
In case of a tie, the Colony with the most alive Characters is the winner. In 
case of a further tie, the Colony with the most leftover Resources is the winner. 
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Example of a Round:

This is the current Mission.  
The Character with the highest 
Marksmanship will win it.

Joan decides to send 
this Character. He has 
Marksmanship of 4. 
Because this Character 
has a Resource token, 
Joan immediately 
takes a Tech Resource.

Pete sends this 
Character and 
immediately rolls 
the die, as she has 
a question mark in 
Marksmanship. He 
rolls a 4.

Pete wins the Mission, as in ties the player furthest from the 1st player 
wins. He takes the Mission and both he and Joan place a used token on 
their Characters. 
Because Joan lost, she can now earn a Resource token, an Experience 
card or move on the Knowledge track. Because her Character doesn’t 
have a spot for another Resource token, she decides to take an 
Experience card.

Mary decides not to participate in 
the current Mission and will 
instead visit the Capital.

Pete is the new 1st player. He moves the topmost 
Mission on the current Mission spot and a new Mission 
is revealed. It is a Raid! In turn order each players 
deals with the Raid and then Pete discards the card. A 
new Mission is revealed, thankfully not a Raid, and a 
new round begins!

Mary went to the Capital and there she 
completes these two Contracts, by giving 
the corresponding Resources. Then she 
removes all the Used tokens from her 
Characters and refill the Contract’s row.


